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Abstract—Both hardware and software systems are increas-
ingly configurable, which poses a challenge to finding the highest
performance configuration due to the tremendous search space.
Prior scheduling and resource management work uses machine
learning (ML) to find high-performance configurations for either
the hardware or software configurations alone while assuming
the other is fixed. Such separate optimization is problematic
because a software configuration that is fast on one hardware
architecture can be up to 50% slower on another. The main
difficulty of co-optimization is the massive search space over
both hardware and software configurations because accurate
learning models require large amounts of labeled training data,
and thus long periods of data collection and configuration search.
To achieve co-optimization with significantly smaller training
sets, we present Paprika, a scheduler that simultaneously selects
hardware and software configurations using a Bayesian learning
approach. Paprika augments software configuration parameters
with hardware features seamlessly and efficiently via one-hot
encoding and parameter selection. To reduce the impact of the
search space, Paprika actively queries configurations based on
a novel ensemble optimization objective. The intuition of this
ensemble is to combine three prior optimizers to implicitly nego-
tiate the exploration–exploitation tradeoff. We evaluate Paprika
with ten Spark workloads on three hardware architectures and
find that, compared to prior work, Paprika produces runtimes
that are 12–38% closer to the optimal.

I. Introduction

Modern computing systems expose diverse configuration
parameters whose interactions have surprising effects on per-
formance. For hardware systems, the variety of hardware
resources constitutes the hardware configurations [7], [73]. For
software systems, configuration complexity is escalating due
to the rapidly increasing number of configuration parameters.
For example, the size of parameters for Hadoop MapReduce
increased by over 9 times within 8 years [65]. Numerous
studies show that managing configuration parameters is crucial
to achieve high performance [60], [66].

The increase in configurability puts a great burden on
system designers and administrators to tune parameters so that
the combined software-hardware system operates at optimal
performance. Recent schedulers and resource managers incor-
porate Machine learning (ML) to model system performance
as a function of configurations, allowing the scheduler to
select the best configuration for a given workload (see recent
surveys for a broad overview [42], [72]). Despite this success,
these learning approaches have limitations to their efficacy in
modern computing environments:

• Separate optimization for hardware and software
systems. Prior work generally focuses on either hard-
ware [18], [20], [28] or software [19], [75]. However,
modern computing environments, such as datacenters, are
heterogeneous, meaning that a given workload can be
scheduled on different types of hardware. Yet, a software
configuration that is optimal on one hardware system can
work poorly on different hardware, even for the same
workload (see Section III-A). Therefore, it is crucial to
co-optimize hardware and software configurations.

• Inefficient configuration parameter tuning. A common
approach for parameter-tuning is running small (< 5
parameter) grid searches, optimizing each parameter sep-
arately [4]. However, computer systems easily scale up to
> 20 parameters consisting of both hardware and software
configurations (see Section V-A), rendering grid search a
poor choice. Learners can model more complicated con-
figuration spaces [16], [43]. However, these techniques
typically require thousands of labeled data points for
training due to the huge search space, and collecting the
performance data for each configuration can take up to
hours [68]. Therefore, it is critical to find ML approaches
that can efficiently handle the huge search space.

To address these limitations, we present Paprika, a scheduler
that uses machine learning to simultaneously select hardware
and software configurations. Paprika trains its internal models
using a Bayesian learning approach to efficiently reduce the
search space. Paprika consists of three phases: (1) configura-
tion augmentation, (2) parameter selection, and (3) Bayesian
optimization. To enable hardware and software configuration
co-optimization, Paprika applies one-hot encoding to represent
different hardware and then concatenates the encoding hard-
ware vector to the software configuration parameters to obtain
an augmented configuration space. This approach captures all
necessary information in a short length without exhaustively
listing all possible architectural features as that would increase
the configuration space complexity. Furthermore, configura-
tion augmentation eliminates the burden of deciding whether
hardware or software configurations should be explored first.
Parameter selection is motivated from the observation that
different software configuration parameters are important on
different hardware architectures. By selecting parameters that
significantly influence performance, both search space and
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model complexity are be reduced. Finally, Paprika applies
Bayesian optimization to accurately model the performance-
configuration relationship within a small sample budget.
Specifically, Paprika actively queries labeled data points based
on an ensemble optimization objective. Intuitively, this ob-
jective combines three prior optimizers that consider (1) the
highest mean, (2) highest variance, and (3) highest upper
confidence bound, respectively. Paprika’s ensemble optimizer
implicitly negotiates the exploration–exploitation tradeoff and
further reduces the sample requirement while avoiding local
optima. In summary, Paprika co-optimizes hardware and soft-
ware configurations with significantly fewer labeled samples
than prior work.

We implement Paprika and evaluate it on workloads from
the Spark version of Hibench [27], which is a widely used
benchmark suite to evaluate different data processing frame-
works [68]. We select ten workloads covering a wide range of
categories and run them on three different hardware architec-
tures. Our results show the following:
• Software configuration parameters that significantly in-

fluence performance can be vastly different on different
hardware, even for the same workload (Section VI-B).

• Paprika’s novel ensemble optimization objective outper-
forms the individual optimizers (Section VI-E).

• Paprika’s co-optimization searches the out-of-sample op-
timal configurations with performance that is 6–15%
and 12–38% closer to the optima for IPC and Duration
respectively, compared to random sampling and separate
optimization, in either order (Section VI-A).

• Paprika reduces the number of samples needed for train-
ing by over 80% compared to random sampling for
comparable performance (Section VI-D).

In summary, this work makes the following contributions:
• Proposing a novel hardware and software configuration

co-optimization framework.
• Proposing to a new ensemble optimizer for Bayesian

optimization of computer systems configurations.

II. RelatedWork

We discuss prior work on configuration exploration in
computer systems and ML for performance modeling.

A. Configuration Exploration

Increasingly, extracting performance from computer sys-
tems requires proper configuration of software [61], [65] and
hardware [18], [54]. The major impediment to finding high-
performance configurations is the ever-increasing complexity
of configuration spaces. ML techniques have been studied
extensively to address this issue by modeling the complex,
nonlinear relationships between configuration parameters and
performance. For hardware configuration exploration, a com-
mon approach is to build models between low-level microar-
chitectural features and performance and then choose the
configuration that outputs the best estimated performance [3],
[8], [16]–[18], [21], [22], [30], [31], [34], [44], [59], [64]. The
same idea applies to software system configuration exploration

but with more diverse learning techniques and computing
environments. For example, the PRESS system uses Markov
chain model to schedule resources in cloud systems [24].
OtterTune uses Gaussian process to tune configurations for
database management systems [57]. There is also a large
body of work on exploring configurations for open-source
distributed computing systems such as Hadoop MapReduce
and Spark due to their wide applications in large-scale data
analytics [51], [67], [68], [75]. More recently, interests in
tuning large-scale ML systems have also been growing using
black-box optimization techniques [23], [35].

Despite the surges of configuration exploration in hard-
ware and software systems, the two fields have been mostly
studied separately even though performance depends on both.
Some approaches that consider software and hardware include
PUPiL, which uses both software and hardware resources for
power management on a single hardware architecture [70].
PUPiL configures hardware first and then software based on
the selected hardware. As we will see in Section III-A (and
in the evaluation), this approach results in suboptimal config-
urations when applied to heterogeneous hardware. While per-
haps not explicitly designed for co-optimization, approaches
that explore configurations based on genetic algorithms (e.g.,
OpenTuner [2]) could be applied to this problem by adding
“genes” corresponding to hardware configurations. The prob-
lem with genetic approaches is that they still require large
amounts of labeled training data and thus they are generally
used when sample budget is not an issue. Unlike prior work,
this paper examines the co-optimization of a large space of
hardware and software configurations under a limited sample
budget. The ability to work with a limited number of samples
allows co-optimization to be applied for problems where it
would otherwise not be feasible. Furthermore, by getting
close to an optimal configuration, we show that this approach
produces good results in general.

B. ML for Performance Modeling

ML techniques have been used to confront the complexity
of configuration in both scheduling [14], [15], [26], [55],
[58], [63] and resource allocation [9], [10], [18], [32], [33],
[36]–[39], [44], [46], [50], [52], [70], [71], [74]. The general
approach to incorporate learning is via performance mod-
eling [5], [21], [28], [31], [50], [74]. For example, Lee et
al apply linear regression models to predict performance
and power using microarchitectural features [30], [31]. The
Flicker architecture uses learned models to configure lanes in
multicore systems for dynamical performance maximization
given a power budget [44].

The bulk of prior work on learning for systems uses passive
approaches; i.e., training models with data that they are given,
typically through random sampling [6]. Its drawback is that
a large amount of labeled data is required to achieve good
learning results. This puts a great burden on the data collection
process, especially when the workload takes a long time
to run. Active learning represents a class of techniques that
request new labeled data for training based on intermediate
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models [49]. Since the learner chooses labeled samples in
such a way as to maximize their benefit to the model, the
number of data points active learning needs to build models
can be much lower than that required for passive learning.
Prior work has applied this idea to reduce training costs
for scheduling and resource management problems. Ernest
actively collects data to minimize prediction error to choose
the right hardware configuration [59]. Ding et al sample
configurations in two phases to bias the learner toward optimal
points [18]. However, these works focus on hardware and
software optimization individually and thus benefit from the
resulting limited parameter dimensionality. Inspired by such
prior work. this paper exploits novel active learning techniques
to reduce the search space for efficient hardware and software
configuration co-optimization in a high-dimensional parameter
space.

III. Motivational Examples

This section motivates our work by illustrating two comple-
mentary parts: (1) why is hardware and software configuration
co-optimization necessary? and (2) why is active learning
better than random sampling?

A. Why co-optimize hardware and software configurations?

To answer this question, we compare the performance of
the best configuration on one hardware and performance of
the same configuration on other hardware. We run experi-
ments on three different hardware architectures from a public
heterogeneous cloud system—the Chameleon Cloud Research
Platform [29]. We use the names that Chameleon 1 uses for
different heterogeneous processors with details shown in Ta-
ble I, which includes three hardware architectures—Skylake,
Haswell, and Storage; the first two are compute servers, the
last is optimized for disk bandwidth. The best configurations
on different hardware per workload are obtained by exhaus-
tive search. Fig. 1 shows results on ten Spark workloads
from HiBench with details discussed in Section V-B. Two
performance metrics are considered: IPC on the left (higher
is better) and Duration on the right (lower is better). For
each performance metric, there are three rows of bar charts
with strip labels on the right, each of which represents the
performance of the best configuration on that architecture of
the strip label and performances of the same configuration
on other two architectures. For example, for the first row
with strip label Skylake in IPC charts, the three bars for each
workload represent the performance of the best configuration
on Skylake architecture and the performance of the same
configuration on the other two architectures.

From this figure, we can see that a configuration performing
well on one hardware always performs worse on different
hardware. On average, it is 18% worse for IPC and 28%
for Duration when an optimal configuration for one hard-
ware is used for a different hardware. It is worth noting
that the difference is worse when considering Duration over

1https://www.chameleoncloud.org/hardware/

IPC. Take nweight as an example. The IPC of the optimal
configuration on Haswell can be 50% worse than IPC of the
same configuration on Skylake. The Duration of the optimal
configuration on Skylake can be 61% worse than Duration
of the same configuration on Haswell. These results suggest
that performance is sensitive to both software configuration
and hardware property. When configuring and scheduling
workloads with heterogeneous hardware, it is crucial to co-
optimize hardware and software. This is also a challenge for
users as the Skylake machines are newer, meaning that users
who optimized for Haswell and then simply moved to Skylake
when they became available are getting worse performance
than they would if they redid that optimization. Of course,
collecting all the data for the new machine is time consuming,
leading to the next issue.

B. Why is active learning better than random sampling?

When combining hardware and software information
for configuration exploration, the search space increases
rapidly. Under these circumstances, it is ineffective to sam-
ple labeled configurations randomly without any control
over data that the learner trains on. We illustrate this
by comparing random sampling to Paprika that uses ac-
tive learning to query data points with the most infor-
mation. As an example, we model the relationship be-
tween Duration on the Skylake architecture and the Spark
configuration parameter spark.shuffle.file.buffer for
the als workload using a Gaussian process. The value
range of spark.shuffle.file.buffer is from 24 to 128
with equal interval 1, so there are 105 samples in to-
tal. Fig. 2 shows the results, where the x-axis shows
the spark.shuffle.file.buffer and y-axis shows the
Duration. The blue dots show the samples, the dotted blue
curves show the predictions, the light blue filled area is the
95% confidence interval, and the red dot is the optimal value.
The first row is for random sampling, and second for Paprika,
and each of them runs with three sample sizes: n = 2, 5, 10.

Different from random sampling, Paprika picks samples via
active learning. At each round, Paprika picks the sample based
on a novel ensemble optimizer, which combines three prior
optimizers together that consider (1) the highest mean, (2)
highest variance, and (3) highest upper confidence bound,
respectively (see details in Section IV-C2). The issues with
these prior optimizers are that they either exploit too much
(highest mean), or explore too much (highest variance), or can
be too optimistic (highest upper confidence bound). The pro-
posed ensemble optimizer addresses these issues by implicitly
negotiating the exploration–exploitation tradeoff based on the
intuition that ensemble models can produce better predictive
performance compared to a single model [45].

We can see that when n = 2, both random sampling and
Paprika pick same samples because Paprika starts with random
samples as seeds. When n = 5, Paprika picks points closer to
the optimal than random sampling does. When n = 10, Paprika
picks the optimal point and achieves the lowest Duration, while
points from random sampling are still far away. This example
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Fig. 1: Comparisons between the performance of the best software configuration on one hardware system and performance
of the same configuration on other hardware. Two performance metrics are considered: IPC on the left (higher is better) and
Duration on the right (lower is better). The strip label on the right for each row of bar charts means the best configuration for
the hardware architecture of that label.
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Fig. 2: Comparisons between random sampling and Paprika with different sample sizes. In each box, the x-axis shows the
spark.shuffle.file.buffer and y-axis shows the Duration. The blue dots are samples, the dotted blue curves show the
predictions, the light blue filled area is the 95% confidence interval, and the red dot is the optimal value.

suggests that, with the same sample budget, Paprika converges
much faster than random sampling.

IV. Paprika
Paprika is a scheduler that selects hardware and software

configurations simultaneously via Bayesian learning. Training
Paprika’s learner consists of three phases: (1) configuration
augmentation, (2) parameter selection, and (3) Bayesian opti-
mization. Before describing these phases in detail, we discuss
Paprika’s assumptions about data.

Data collection records the performance data with different
software configurations on different hardware per workload.
Consider each software configuration is a vector containing p
parameters {S 1, . . . , S p} with values as follows:

confi = [si1, . . . , si j, . . . , sip], (1)

where confi is the i-th configuration in the list, si j is the
value of the j-th configuration parameter in the i-th con-

figuration. For this paper, p is 20 corresponding to the 20
Spark configuration parameters (shown in Table III). Then,
we run the workload with generated software configurations
on different hardware and record their performance. We collect
both instructions per cycle (IPC) and execution time (Duration)
as performance metrics for each configuration. Each configura-
tion and its corresponding performance is a sample. The major
difficulty of efficient hardware and software configuration co-
optimization is to make accurate predictions in an enormous
configuration space while requiring just a small number of
samples. Paprika’s three phases handle large search spaces
with a very small number of samples. One issue when dealing
with efficient search of a large configuration space is balancing
exploration versus exploitation. Without careful consideration,
it would be easy for an active learner to get stuck in a local
optima. Next, we will describe Paprika’s three phases in detail,
with emphasis on the unique challenges mentioned above.
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A. Configuration Augmentation

To co-optimize hardware and software configurations, Pa-
prika combines the software and hardware parameters. A direct
strategy is to list as many hardware parameters (clockspeed,
memory size, network speed, etc.) as possible and concatenate
them to the software configurations. However, there is no
guarantee that all hardware parameters could be considered
exhaustively. Moreover, the more hardware parameters are
added, the more complex the model will be, which adds a
burden to the learner to balance tradeoffs between accuracy
and overfitting. Finally, not all hardware parameters can be
easily and directly changed. In practice, many software con-
figurations share the same hardware parameter values because
the hardware properties are decided by the vendors, not ran-
domly generated by users. In other words, direct concatenation
between software and hardware parameters leads to exploring
redundant configurations.

To combine software and hardware parameters efficiently,
Paprika applies one-hot encoding on different hardware labels.
This is a standard technique to process categorical data;
i.e., variables that contain label values rather than numeric
values [47]. The notable property of categorical data is that
there is no ordinal relationship between variables. In this paper
we run experiments on three different hardware architectures
from a public heterogeneous cloud system—Chameleon Cloud
Research Platform [29]. We use the names that Chameleon 2

uses for different heterogeneous processors with details shown
in Table I. There are three architectures—Skylake, Haswell,
and Storage—and therefore three binary variables are needed.
One-hot encoding places a “1” value in the binary variable for
one architecture and “0” values for the other two.

Paprika concatenates the hardware encoding vectors to the
software configurations to construct the augmented configura-
tions. The final configurations are as following:


conf1
conf2
conf3
conf4

.

.

.

 =

S 1 S 2 . . . S p S kylake Haswell S torage



s11 s12 . . . s1p 1 0 0
s21 s22 . . . s2p 0 0 1
s31 s32 . . . s3p 0 1 0
s41 s42 . . . s4p 0 0 1
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

(2)

Such effective and efficient configuration augmentation en-
ables Paprika to explore hardware and software configurations
simultaneously in the next phases.

B. Parameter Selection

The software configuration space is huge due to the enor-
mous possible combinations of different configuration param-
eter values. Some parameters can even take continuous values,
which leads to an infinitely large configuration space. To
reduce complexity, Paprika does not consider all parameters,
but selects software configuration parameters that significantly
influence performance on each hardware system. The tech-
nique Paprika uses is Lasso, the least absolute shrinkage and

2https://www.chameleoncloud.org/hardware/

selection operator [56]. Mathematically, Paprika solves the
following optimization problem

arg min
β

1
n
‖Y − Xβ‖22 + λ‖β‖1, (3)

where n is the number of configurations, Y is the perfor-
mance vector—e.g., IPC or Duration value vector for all
n configurations, X is configuration matrix with each row
expressed as Equation 1, and λ is parameter that controls the
strength of sparsity. Lasso reduces the number of configuration
parameters by selecting the most relevant parameters that
could influence performance. Entries for parameters that are
not selected will be 0 in Equation 2. Given that p is number
of configuration parameters and n is number of configurations,
the computational complexity for solving Lasso is O(p2n).
Without parameter selection, the computational complexity for
Bayesian optimization in the next phase is O(Tn3 + T p3),
where T is the sample size. With parameter selection, its
computational complexity will be O(Tn3+T p3

lasso), where plasso
is the number of parameters selected by Lasso, plasso � p.
Therefore, parameter selection reduces both the model com-
plexity and the search space.

Furthermore, the parameter selection results show that
different software configuration parameters are selected for
optimal performance on different hardware (see Section VI-B),
which is an additional proof that it is crucial to optimize
around both hardware and software configurations. In other
words, if we considered one architecture only, we would either
eliminate parameters that are useful for other architectures or
keep all parameters, producing unnecessarily complex models.

C. Bayesian Optimization

After obtaining the augmented configurations through pa-
rameter selection, Paprika employs Bayesian optimization to
find the best augmented configuration using as few samples as
possible. Instead of random sampling, Paprika actively queries
samples that will return the most information. Because the
sample queries are constructed with a purpose, this strategy is
also called active learning. Therefore, it is crucial to construct
a query function that provides the most useful information.

The problem of finding the most useful samples to query
is formulated as follows. Paprika sequentially optimizes an
unknown function f with a sample budget. At each round, a
sample—an augmented configuration and its performance—
is picked to update function f . After all rounds, the model
training is finished and Paprika uses the learned function f
to evaluate the remaining out-of-sample configurations to find
the one with the best performance. To train the model, two
issues need to be addressed: (Issue 1) estimating the unknown
function f over a high-dimensional configuration space, and
(Issue 2) formulating a query strategy to select the samples for
each round. We will describe how to address these two issues
in the following subsections.

1) Gaussian Process: To estimate the unknown function f ,
Paprika uses a Gaussian process (GP) model [62]. We choose
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GP over other learning models, such as deep neural networks,
due to several advantages:

• Scaling up parameter dimensionality. Grid search or
manual tuning cannot scale up to more than 5 parameters
simultaneously [4]. In contrast, GP can scale up to a much
larger size of parameters—more than 20 parameters—
jointly, which is better suited for our problem.

• Providing uncertainty information. As a Bayesian ap-
proach, GP naturally provides uncertainty as part of pre-
diction results, which is crucial information to construct
a query function. Indeed, the “usefulness” of a query
will partly depend on the uncertainty of the performance
estimation for that point (see more below). In contrast,
other methods, such as deep neural networks, do not
provide uncertainty information.

• Reducing sample size. Different from random sampling,
GP can actively query samples with more information at
each round. This allows Paprika to greatly reduce sample
size to explore the space.

Therefore, with GP modeling, Paprika addresses Issue (1) by
estimating the unknown function over the high-dimensional
input space. It also provides valuable uncertainty information
to further reduce the search space for the next step.

2) Active Learning: To train a model with limited samples,
Paprika applies active learning to iteratively query samples
over successive rounds. During each round, the goal is to
collect sample that will improve the model predictions as much
as possible. After collecting and evaluating the sample, the
model is updated and the next round begins. In this process,
the key is to come up with a query function that converges
quickly so that Paprika can find the optimal configuration with
limited samples. This is not trivial because the model needs
to balance the tradeoff between exploration—avoiding local
optima—and exploitation—improving the predictions of the
highest performance configurations found so far. Prior work
has identified three commonly used optimizers. For practical
systems optimization, we find that none of the three is always
best and thus we propose an ensemble approach that combines
them all to improve the predictions. We first review the three
common optimizers used in prior work and then describe
Paprika’s ensemble optimizer.

a) Global Optimizer: At each round t, assume the config-
uration is xt and its posterior of the GP over f has mean µt(x)
and variance σ2

t (x). A standard approach for active learning is
to query data points with the maximum information gain [11],
which is equivalent to the maximum uncertainty:

xt = arg max
x∈D

σt−1(x). (4)

The intuition is that by picking points with the largest variance
or least confidence so far, it will improve the prediction
accuracy for all future data points by escaping local optima.
However, this rule can be wasteful: it aims at decreasing
uncertainty globally, not where the maxima might be [53].

Algorithm 1 Bayesian optimization for configuration search.
Require: B . All augmented configuration samples
Require: A0 . Seed augmented configurations set
Require: Y0 . Seed outcome set for seed augmented configurations
Require: T . Total sample budget

Evaluation set C0 ← B \ A0
for each round t = 1, . . . ,T do

Compute mean and variance for samples in Ct−1 by GP.
if t mod 3 == 0 then

Pick xt based on the optimizer in Equation 4.
else if t mod 3 == 1 then

Pick xt based on the optimizer in Equation 5.
else if t mod 3 == 2 then

Pick xt based on the optimizer in Equation 6.
Run to get true yt for xt .
Update seed configuration set At ← At−1 ∪ xt .
Update seed outcome set Yt ← Yt−1 ∪ yt .
Update evaluation set Ct ← Ct−1 \ xt .

Output: xT with the maximum predicted mean.

b) Greedy Optimizer: An alternative approach is to op-
timize locally by querying data points with the maximum
predicted performance at each step:

xt = arg max
x∈D

µt−1(x). (5)

The intuition is that by picking points with the best perfor-
mance so far, it will improve the prediction accuracy for future
data points with high performance as well. However, this rule
is greedy and tends to get stuck in local optima.

c) Combined Optimizer: To overcome the limitations of
two query strategies above, a combined approach is:

xt = arg max
x∈D

µt−1(x) + σt−1(x), (6)

which picks xt with the maximum upper confidence bound at
each round. This objective prefers both points x where f is
uncertain (large σt−1(x)) and such where we expect to achieve
high performance (large µt−1(x)). This sampling rule greedily
selects points x such that f (x) should be a reasonable upper
bound on f (x?).

d) Paprika’s Ensemble Optimizer: To take advantages of
the merits of the three optimizers above, Paprika proposes an
ensemble optimizer by choosing each optimizer alternatively
at each round. The intuition is that the ensemble models can
produce better predictive performance compared to a single
model, an observation found for other learning systems applied
to other problems [45], [48]. Algorithm 1 summarizes the
configuration search process for Paprika via the Bayesian
approach. With the ensemble optimizer, Paprika addresses
Issue (2) by searching the optimal configuration with limited
samples as rapidly as possible.
Remarks. For the above objectives including Equation 4, 5,
and 6, we use arg max when higher performance in magnitude
is better, like IPC. When lower value is better like Duration,
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we use arg min and the corresponding three objectives will be

xt = arg min
x∈D

σt−1(x),

xt = arg min
x∈D

µt−1(x),

xt = arg min
x∈D

µt−1(x) − σt−1(x).

D. Discussion and Limitations

To query significantly fewer samples, Paprika updates the
Bayesian optimization models at each round after evaluating
each query. This update requires extra time cost, which is
T times of one round modeling (T is the sample size). An
alternative is random sampling evaluating all samples at once
to pick the configuration with highest predicted performance.
The random sampling strategy strategy requires fewer model
updates but can suffer because it does not sample the most
informative configurations (as would be found by our ensem-
ble optimizer). Paprika makes the tradeoff that more model
updates are better because active learning reduces the total
number of samples required, and sample collection is usually
much more time-consuming than model updates. Specifically,
collecting performance data for a sample usually takes 10–
1000 seconds (as measured on our test systems), while updat-
ing model once for a sample only takes less than 1 second (see
details in Section VI-F). In addition, random sampling needs
more than 7 times the samples to achieve equivalent results
compared to Paprika (see details in Section VI-D). Therefore,
it is a huge win to update model at each round after selecting
a small size of informative samples compared to collecting
a large size of data for random sampling and doing a single
model update.

E. Implementation

We implement Paprika as a scheduler for Spark workloads
(although we believe the approach should generalize to other
configurable software systems) on heterogeneous hardware.
The scheduler’s job is to use the model described above to
select the highest performance configuration (of hardware and
software) for a given workload. The scheduler then sets the
appropriate configuration parameters and runs the Spark job
on the hardware it selects. In this sense, the scheduler is
different than typical approaches as users simply input jobs
(in the default Spark configuration) and Paprika selects both
the software configuration and the hardware to run it on.

Specifically, we implement Paprika on top of Spark
2.2.3 [69], which is an open-source distributed computing
framework with a large number of configuration parameters.
We evaluate Paprika on workloads from HiBench [27], which
is a widely used benchmark suite for large-scale computing
framework. We implement Paprika with Python 3.6, which
is a programming language and environment for statistical
computing. The Python packages we use are numpy [25],
pandas [40], and scikit-learn [41].

Paprika needs to be trained before deployment. First, we
use Python to generate a Spark configuration list based on
Equation 1 and a random value within the value range is also

generated for each configuration parameter. Then, we write
Python scripts to run the workloads from Spark version of
HiBench at all configurations in the list on different hardware
and collect their performance data. We concatenate software
configurations and hardware labels in the form of augmented
configurations as Equation 2. Then, we run Lasso in Python to
select parameters based on the augmented configurations and
their performances to reduce the configuration space. Then,
we pick the sample budget and seed set, and run Algorithm 1
in Python to search the optimal augmented configuration.
Once Paprika has performance predictions, it simply schedules
jobs by selecting the configuration with highest predicted
performance for each job.

V. Experimental Setup

A. Systems

We run experiments from a public heterogeneous cloud
system: the Chameleon Cloud Research Platform [29]. We use
the names that Chameleon 3 uses for three Intel x86 processors
with details shown in Table I.

TABLE I: Details of the hardware microarchitectures.

Skylake Haswell Storage

Processor Gold 6126 E5-2670 E5-2650
RAM size 192 GB 128 GB 64 GB
# of Threads 48 48 40
Clockspeed 2.6 GHz 3.1 GHz 3.0 GHz
L3 cache 19.25 M 30 M 25 M
Memory speed 2.666 GHz 2.133 GHz 2.133 GHz
# Mem channels 6 4 4
Network speed 10 GbE 0.1 GbE 10 GbE
Disk vendor Samsung Seagate Seagate
Disk model MZ7KM240HMHQ0D3 ST9250610NS ST2000NX0273
# Disks 1 1 16
Disk bandwidth 6 Gb/s 6 Gb/s 24 Gb/s

We use Spark 2.2.3 4 as our software distributed computing
framework. Each experiment has a master node and four
worker nodes. We choose a wide range of Spark configuration
parameters that reflect significant Spark properties catego-
rized by shuffle behavior, data compression and serialization,
memory management, execution behavior, networking, and
scheduling. Table III shows the total 20 parameters in detail.
We use similar parameters to prior work [68] but not the
same set because Spark has actually reduced the number of
user visible configuration parameters. In part this reduction
was done because proper configuration is such a burden for
users [57].

B. Workloads

We select 10 workloads from the HiBench big data bench-
mark suite [27] with details are shown in Table II. These
workloads cover various domains including microbenchmarks
(micro), machine learning (ML), websearch, and graph, and
exhibit a wide range of resource usage.

3https://www.chameleoncloud.org/hardware/
4https://spark.apache.org/docs/2.2.3/configuration.html
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TABLE II: Details of the evaluated workloads.

Workload Category Data size (GB) Resource need

wordcount micro 32 CPU
terasort micro 3.2 CPU, memory
als ML 0.6 disk IO
bayes ML 19 memory
kmeans ML 20 memory
lr ML 8 CPU
linear ML 48 disk IO
rf ML 0.8 disk IO
pagerank websearch 1.5 disk IO
nweight graph 0.9 CPU, memory

C. Points of Comparisons

We compare the following approaches:
• Default: pick the default software configuration on the

default hardware.
• HS: pick the available hardware first, and then search for

the best software configuration.
• SH: pick the best seen software configuration first, and

then search for the best hardware.
• RND: co-optimization by random sampling approach on

the augmented configurations.
• Paprika: co-optimization by the proposed Bayesian opti-

mization approach on the augmented configurations.
• OPT: exhaustive search for true optimal configuration.

The default hardware is Skylake, which is also the newest.
HS and SH optimize hardware and software configurations
separately in different orders. HS, a similar approach to
PUPiL [70], also uses Bayesian optimization approach with
a sample budget. RND and Paprika co-optimize hardware and
software configurations with the same sample budget while
RND uses random sampling as in the prior work [68].

D. Evaluation Metrics

For each workload, we compare the normalized difference
between the best achieved performance and the true optimal
performance (found through exhaustive search). We examine
both IPC and Duration to demonstrate that our approach
generalizes to different outcomes. For IPC, we compute how
much the predicted value is below the optimal IPC due to the
fact that the higher IPC is better:

normalized IPC = 100% ∗
(
1 −

Ipred

Iopt

)
, (7)

where Ipred is the best IPC from one of the above methods and
Iopt is the optimal IPC. We subtract it from 1 so that this metric
shows the percentage of predicted IPC below the optimal.

For Duration, we compute how much the predicted value
is above the optimal Duration due to the fact that the lower
Duration is better:

normalized Duration = 100% ∗
(

Dpred

Dopt
− 1

)
, (8)

where Dpred is the best predicted Duration from the above
methods and Dopt is the optimal Duration. Again, we subtract 1

so that this metric shows the percentage of predicted Duration
above the optimal.

E. Evaluation Methodology

We generate a list of configurations using the method de-
scribed in Section IV, where we generate 2000 configurations
for each hardware architecture—6000 configurations in total.
For each workload, we run it in each configuration to record
their performances including IPC and Duration. Specifically,
IPC is monitored by the Linux profiling tool Perf [13] and
Duration is recored by HiBench automatically. The optimal
software configuration and hardware specification for Duration
and IPC are obtained via exhaustive search. It is worth noting
that even for the same workload, the optimal hardware and
software configurations for IPC and Duration are different.
We then use the algorithms mentioned above to search the
best configurations for a given workload. The default sample
budget is 100, which is much smaller than the prior work using
thousands of sampled configurations [68]. The size of initial
seed set is 20. For Bayesian optimization, we use Gaussian
kernel for Gaussian Process modeling. All parameters for
Lasso and Gaussian Process modeling are chosen via cross
validations. Finally, we compare the IPC and Duration of high-
est performances to those from the true optimal configuration.
We report the results averaged over 5 runs with different initial
sample seeds per workload to eliminate randomness.

VI. Experimental Evaluation

We empirically evaluate the following questions:
1) How close are Paprika’s results to the optima?
2) How do software parameters react to hardware?
3) How sensitive is Paprika to the sample budget?
4) How many samples does RND need to match Paprika?
5) How does Paprika compare to prior optimizers?
6) What is Paprika’s overhead?

A. How close are Paprika’s results to the optima?

Table IV shows the performance results for IPC and Du-
ration with the predicted best hardware and software con-
figurations from different approaches per workload. The last
row, AVG, shows the average results across all workloads. To
better visualize the comparisons, we compute the normalized
difference between each approach to OPT and show the bar
charts results in Fig. 3. The x-axis shows each Spark workload,
while the y-axis shows the comparison results between each
approach to OPT for IPC and Duration, respectively. Lower
is better (closer to optimal). The last column, HarMean,
shows the harmonic mean results across all workloads. SH
is generally better than HS, which is not surprising due to the
fact that hardware can have more influence on performance
than the software configurations. Therefore, picking the best
hardware after picking the software configuration is more
likely to produce better performance than the other way
round. Although RND co-optimizes hardware and software
configurations as Paprika does, it works poorly because the
limited random samples do not provide enough information

8



TABLE III: Details of the 20 Spark configuration parameters.

Configuration parameter Range Description

spark.reducer.maxSizeInFlight 24–128 Maximum size of map outputs to fetch simultaneously from each reduce task, in MB.
spark.shuffle.file.buffer 24–128 Size of the in-memory buffer for each shuffle file output stream, in KB.
spark.shuffle.sort.bypassMergeThreshold 100–1000 Avoid merge-sorting data if there is no map-side aggregation.
spark.speculation.interval 100–1000 How often Spark will check for tasks to speculate, in millisecond.
spark.speculation.multiplier 1–5 How many times slower a task is than the median to be considered for speculation.
spark.speculation.quantile 0–1 Percentage of tasks which must be complete before speculation is enabled.
spark.broadcast.blockSize 2–128 Size of each piece of a block for TorrentBroadcastFactory, in MB.
spark.io.compression.snappy.blockSize 24–128 Block size used in snappy, in KB.
spark.kryoserializer.buffer.max 24-128 Maximum allowable size of Kryo serialization buffer, in MB.
spark.kryoserializer.buffer 24–128 Initial size of Kryo’s serialization buffer, in KB.
spark.driver.memory 6–12 Amount of memory to use for the driver process, in GB.
spark.executor.memory 6–16 Amount of memory to use per executor process, in GB.
spark.network.timeout 20–500 Default timeout for all network interactions, in second.
spark.locality.wait 1–10 How long to launch a data-local task before giving up, in second.
spark.task.maxFailures 1–8 Number of task failures before giving up on the job.
spark.shuffle.compress false, true Whether to compress map output files.
spark.memory.fraction 0–1 Fraction of (heap space - 300 MB) used for execution and storage.
spark.shuffle.spill.compress false, true Whether to compress data spilled during shuffles.
spark.broadcast.compress false, true Whether to compress broadcast variables before sending them.
spark.memory.storageFraction 0.5–1 Amount of storage memory immune to eviction.

for effective configuration search. Paprika achieves the best
optimization results that are closest to OPT because it actively
samples data points with most information. We also quantify
the average results across all workloads in Table VI, which
shows that Paprika significantly outperforms other methods,
getting much closer to optimal IPC and Duration—missing
optimal performance by just 5 and 8%, respectively, despite
building models after sampling just 100 of the 6000 possible
configurations. Overall, these results demonstrate that Pa-
prika’s combination of co-optimization and Bayesian learning
has a dramatic positive effect on configuration search, even
when the sample budget is extremely small.

B. How do software parameters react to hardware?

To evaluate the reactions of software parameters to different
hardware, we visualize the parameter selection results in
Fig. 4. The x-axis shows Spark configuration parameters, y-
axis shows workloads, and each dot in different colors means
a parameter is selected on certain hardware architecture. We
can see that even for the same workload, different configu-
ration parameters are selected on different hardware, which
indicates that each configuration has an different influences
on different hardware. On average, Paprika reduces the model
complexity from 20 to 9.2 features by tailoring the soft-
ware features to each hardware system. We also notice that
spark.executor.memory and spark.shuffle.compress
are the most selected parameters. spark.executor.memory
indicates the amount of memory for each executor pro-
cess, which is a key component for Spark execution [1].
spark.shuffle.compress indicates whether to compress
map output files. It generally has good effect on perfor-
mance because it can reduce the size of data transferred in
network [12]. In addition, each architecture is optimal for
some subset of workloads. Consider Duration, Skylake is
optimal for bayes kmeans, terasourt, wordcount; Haswell
is optimal for lr, nweight, pagerank; Storage is optimal for

als, linear, and rf. These results validate the necessity of
hardware and software configuration co-optimization by show-
ing the complex relationships between software configuration
parameters and hardware architectures.

C. How sensitive is Paprika to the sample budget?

We examine how different approaches change as the sample
size changes. The default sample budget is 100 and we vary it
from 50 to 250, and re-evaluate the acheived performance for
models built with that many samples. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show
IPC and Duration from different approaches as a function of
sample size. As the sample size increases, IPCs for HS, SH,
RND, and Paprika increase and Durations for HS, SH, RND,
and Paprika decrease. Among all different sample sizes, Pa-
prika always achieves the best performance. These sensitivity
analyses of IPC and Duration as a function of sample size
show that Paprika is robust to the changes of sample size,
and further validates the key premise of Paprika: sampling
good points is more important than sampling more points.

D. How many samples does RND need to match Paprika?

To get a sense for the benefits of Paprika’s active learning
versus more traditional random sampling techniques, we ex-
haustively evaluate RND on a range of sample sizes starting
from 100 and increasing 20 each time. Each evaluation will
stop if the performance difference between RND and Paprika
is within 5%. Table V shows the results for each workload and
the summarized average. We can see that RND needs more
than 7 times of Paprika’s sample size on average to achieve
comparable results. Also, as noted in Section IV-D, collecting
performance data for a single sample is more than tens to
thousands more expensive than updating model once. These
results validate the effectiveness of active sampling strategy
with the ensemble optimizer used by Paprika.
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TABLE IV: Comparisons of IPC and Duration with the best searched hardware and software configurations.

IPC Duration (s)

Default HS SH RND Paprika OPT Default HS SH RND Paprika OPT

als 0.399 0.496 0.574 0.515 0.662 0.708 145.95 75.54 53.57 70.51 34.12 31.60
bayes 0.379 1.006 1.035 1.061 1.369 1.609 112.51 123.21 105.05 161.13 66.49 58.33
kmeans 0.340 0.859 1.132 1.040 1.200 1.323 123.09 66.95 44.78 55.13 52.68 38.84
linear 0.428 0.998 1.044 0.995 1.061 1.088 60.60 41.20 37.06 37.69 35.43 34.24
lr 0.433 1.431 1.382 1.340 1.474 1.507 242.99 95.54 89.43 108.34 82.04 74.19
nweight 0.322 0.595 0.564 0.614 0.792 0.978 114.36 49.19 37.50 38.60 30.42 26.14
pagerank 0.396 0.490 0.515 0.535 0.887 0.963 69.13 42.20 56.19 43.68 31.72 29.62
rf 0.490 0.875 0.921 0.839 0.938 0.971 34.09 14.52 11.99 12.34 11.39 10.67
terasort 0.262 0.362 0.375 0.415 0.570 0.634 61.31 47.21 35.59 44.95 33.78 31.97
wordcount 0.453 0.812 0.941 0.779 0.983 1.013 40.78 28.55 23.14 22.68 21.44 19.55
AVG 0.390 0.792 0.848 0.813 0.994 1.079 100.48 58.41 49.43 59.50 39.95 35.51

TABLE V: Number of samples for RND to get comparable results to Paprika with 100 samples.

als bayes kmeans linear lr nweight pagerank rf terasort wordcount AVG

IPC 760 660 740 960 820 560 620 500 800 680 710
Duration 940 600 840 700 900 640 540 580 860 880 748
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Fig. 3: IPC and Duration with the best searched hardware and software configurations compared to optimal (lower is better).
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Fig. 4: Comparisons of Spark configuration parameter selection for IPC and Duration on different hardware.

E. How does Paprika compare to prior optimizers?

A key novelty of Paprika’s approach is its ensemble op-
timizer. To validate its effectiveness, we compare Paprika
to the same Bayesian approaches but replace the ensemble
optimizer with the global (Equation 4), greedy (Equation 5),

and combined (Equation 6) optimizers, respectively. Fig. 7
compares each optimizer to OPT for each workload (lower
is better). Global is generally worse than Greedy, Combined,
and Paprika, indicating that local optimizers are better than
the global optimizer in searching for the best configuration.
Paprika is 7% better than Greedy and Combined on average,
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Fig. 5: Sensitivity analysis of IPC with different sample size per workload.
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TABLE VI: Harmonic mean of normalized IPC and normal-
ized Duration for different approaches. Lower is better.

Default HS SH RND Paprika

IPC 60% 16% 11% 20% 5%
Duration 142% 46% 20% 29% 8%

which validates the effectiveness of Paprika’s ensemble opti-
mizer’s ability to balance the exploration–exploitation tradeoff.
The reason that the ensemble optimizer triumphs is that
it generally reduce variances and avoids overfitting. These
results show that Paprika is effective in balancing the tradeoff

between exploring, exploitation, and optimizing.

F. What is Paprika’s overhead?

We collect overheads for each approach in Fig. 8, which
shows the running time per approach per workload on a Sky-
lake machine. RND is the computational cheapest compared

to the other methods, which is not surprising because random
sampling barely costs anything, while the other three methods
actively sample points to iteratively update the model. Paprika
has a slightly higher overhead than HS and SH because it
handles extra hardware dimensional features for optimization
due to the designed augmented configurations. These results
show that Paprika searches much better configuration with a
slight higher overheads compared to other approaches.

VII. Conclusion

This paper introduces Paprika, a scheduler that selects
hardware and software configurations simultaneously based
on models learned from an extremely limited sample budget.
Paprika’s key observation is that a given workload has dif-
ferent optimal software configurations on different hardware.
Therefore, Paprika devises a novel and efficient configuration
augmentation approach to achieve hardware and software con-
figuration co-optimization. Paprika also proposes a Bayesian
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approach with the ensemble optimizer for fast configuration
search such that only a small sample budget is needed. We
find that Paprika searches the optimal hardware and software
configurations effectively and efficiently with fewer samples
compared to (1) optimizing hardware and software configura-
tions individually, (2) random sampling, and (3) prior optimiz-
ers. This work is strong evidence that optimizing performance
should consider both hardware and software configurations,
especially in heterogeneous computing environments. We hope
this work inspires architecture and system researchers to
consider the cross-stack features before applying learning to
solve problems.
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